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Members News

A.R.I.A. Algorithmic Ratings & Investment Analysis : ARIA launches a Crypto Rating
Agency and Crypto-Finance Data Analytics platform.

ARIA is now live!

More information

Anima <> Synaps  : Anima launches its new brand identity to re�ect its new
positioning in onchain reputation.

More information

Broker Defense : Broker Defense is to launch a new prevention service that analyzes
wallets based on a series of operational data. Our experience in on-chain analysis
and the �ght against scams has enabled us to develop a unique research
methodology.

The development was made possible thanks to funding from a BPI French Tech
grant.

More information
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Capsule Corp. Labs  :  Capsule Corp. Labs is pleased to announce the launch of
Ternoa's zkEVM Layer 2 in Testnet.

An infrastructure for building advanced web3 use cases in the Ethereum ecosystem.

More information 

Coinhouse : Coinhouse celebrates 10 years of La Maison du Bitcoin.

More information

d&a partners : Matthieu Quiniou joins d&a partners as its 6th Partner in IP/IT/Data,
completing the "full service" offering of d&a partners for the bene�t of blockchain
and AI entrepreneurs.

More information

Fipto : Fipto Acquires Luxembourg VASP Registration

More information

Galeon :  The Galeon team is a big hit at Europe's largest digital health fair
"Santexpo"!

More information

iExec : iExec has released an upgraded dev tool called DataProtector ‘The Monetize
Version’, allowing Web3 developers to build apps where users have full control over
their data ownership, sharing, and monetization. The new DataProtectorSharing
module enables users to securely share data, rent access, sell ownership, and offer
subscriptions, with all transactions facilitated by the iExec RLC token for secure and
transparent exchanges.

More information

Kaiko : Kaiko has released a practical guide to assist businesses and regulators in
meeting the new regulatory requirements of the MICA regulation, which will take
effect in less than a month. The guide focuses on how to use data for market
surveillance and is intended for all relevant parties, including �nancial intermediaries
in the industry and European regulators.

More information

Mastercard  :  Mastercard Crypto Credential goes live with �rst peer-to-peer pilot
transactions, adds new partners to the ecosystem.

For the �rst time, crypto exchange users will be able to send and receive crypto
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using their Mastercard Crypto Credential aliases, instead of the typically long and
complex blockchain addresses.

More information

Nomadic Labs :  From “Paris” to Brussels: Tezos has activated Paris, the 16th
upgrade of its protocol, which reduces block times to 10s & introduces the Data
Availability Layer (DAL), increasing Layer 2 throughput. Join Tezos’ �agship annual
conference on July 11 in Brussels to learn about the latest tech and ecosystem
news.

More information 

Paymium :  Paymium partners with Powens to integrate open banking on its
platform. Paymium customers can fund their account in euros via bank transfer
directly from the platform, without needing to visit their bank's website. Visit
Paymium to test the functionality,

More information

Perspective SAS :  June 5th marks the o�cial launch of the Spectra protocol and
�agship app. Spectra allows users to create pools, trade yield, �x interest rates,
provide liquidity, govern, and earn in a fully permissionless manner. With an initial
seed of $11M from our partners, the protocol enabled immediate utilization of
Spectra's tools. Looking ahead, Spectra will address liquidity fragmentation, become
AMM-agnostic, and implement new Layer 2 deployments and ecosystem
integrations. The protocol is now open to $8B in ERC-4626 interest-bearing tokens,
establishing a new benchmark with its permissionless architecture, akin to Uniswap.

More information

Qwarks  :  Our president won the third prize for pitching Qwarks, a society that
specialize in crypto investment for wealth managers. We enable people to join the
assets that will outperform the market tomorrow, all the while chaperoning them
and securing their investment.

More information

RegSharp :  Have you requested your copy of our guide to OATs, the On-chain
Analysis Tools? How they work, their usages, an overview of market players and
exclusive interviews. An essential compliance ally!

More information

Scorechain : Excited to announce Scorechain's latest integration with QuickNode! �
We have launched our add-on on QuickNode "Risk Assessment API," democratizing
crypto compliance for developers and startups.

More information
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6 Monks (6M)

6M is an alternative investment fund manager that
enables its clients to launch and develop investment
funds in the Private Equity and Web3 ecosystems.
Driven by an entrepreneurial and pioneering spirit, 6M
deploys secure end-to-end processes and provides a
comprehensive and scalable solution based entirely in
Luxembourg.

CIRCLE INTERNET FINANCIAL EUROPE

Circle is building the largest, most widely used
stablecoin network so billions around the world can
access digital dollars for payments and liquidity.

Club NEC

Making �nancial education accessible to all and
responding to current �nancial concerns.

Solal Tech  :  Solal Tech among the 11 national �nalists for Banque Populaire and
Maddyness NextInnov Awards!

More information

Trakx  :  In anticipating of the TRKX token launch, you can participate in the TRKX
Token Airdrop Campaign - Discover > Learn > Trade. Whether you are already trading
on Trakx platform or just want to join our community, this campaign will make you
have fun, meet new people, learn new things, and reward yourself! It is ending on
July 8.

More information

Wagmi Studio : Wagmi Studio took part in the ZKHackathon held in Krakow. During
the event, we built a project using ZK technology to impose age veri�cation before
accessing a corn-heavy content site: CornHub. The project won 6 bounties and 1
prize.

More information

They joined us
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Iceblock

Advising businesses and individuals on managing
their cryptocurrency portfolios.

OPPIDEO (CA-Chèques)

As a major partner in compliance in the traditional
banking world, OPPIDEO is committed to providing a
service to players in the crypto ecosystem to enable
them to integrate sustainably into European
regulations on compliance related to the custody or
control of crypto-assets.

OZ ADVISORY

Setting up a trading and Web3 company

Accounting management

Tax and social security management

Financial, tax and social audits

Tax compliance review

Support during tax and social audits

Nexera ID

We make AML compliance easy and accessible for
web3 We provide a one-stop shop tailored for crypto
builders (KYC, KYB, KYT, Fraud detection, AML) and
help businesses automating their compliance
requirements
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ReaDi

ReaDi.Fi is a platform that provides detailed
information on tokenised assets and assists investors
with their due diligence.

SAHAR

SAHAR is a French company specialising in data
analytics and cyber-analysis, with clients in the public
and private sectors.

Consider joining Adan
Let us together carry the voice of Web3 companies in the service of our jobs, our
competitiveness and our sovereignty.

Contribute to the construction of our
proposals in France and in Europe.

Access the Association's internal
documentation.

Participate in discussions and
exchange spaces dedicated to
members.

Connect with the different
stakeholders in our industry.

Adan, 25 rue du 4 Septembre , 75002 Paris,
France

Unsubscribe

Become member of Adan
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